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A
woman was overheard
admitting: “I can only watch
the news once a day at the
moment. Any more is too upsetting”.
The vast majority of our readers will
share her feelings. Shock that this
war is happening. Grief for those to
whom it is happening. Anger at the
injustice, and uncertainty about
what will come next.
That uncertainty comes from the
growing realisation that for all our
perceived power, we are largely
powerless to prevent what is
happening.
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Our nuclear weapons are (we hope)
unusable. Meanwhile our NATO
alliance is (we hope) well defended

but cannot defend Ukraine for fear of
escalating the con ict.
Our situation reminds us of the wise
old words of Psalm 146; Do not put
your trust in princes, in human
beings, who cannot save.

Yet, we remain people of hope.
Because our faith is not in alliances
or arms but in the Lord. Psalm 33 will
be a help to our readers as it will be to
our Christian family in Ukraine.
We wait in hope for the Lord;
He is our help and our shield.
In Him our hearts rejoice,
for we trust in His holy name.
May your unfailing love be with us,
Lord, even as we put our hope in You.
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NEWS FROM THE CHURCHES
GENERAL SECRETARY
RESIGNS
n Friday, 11th March Revd
Evan Morgan, on behalf of
the General Assembly
Board announced that the Revd
Meirion Morris would be retiring
as General Secretary and Director
of Ministries on the 30th June
2022. The Moderator of the
General Assembly and Chairman
of the Board, Evan Morgan has
been in constant discussion with
Meirion for some months. We all
wish him well as he faces a new
period.
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In a brief tribute to Meirion, the
Moderator described how he had
served for nearly ten years, and
including his period before then in
the O ce, Meirion has been one of
the Board’s O cers for nearly
twelve years. ‘He has contributed
fully to the work of the Assembly,
and through that, to the work of the

Connexion centrally. In a
challenging time, he has totally
dedicated himself to his
responsibilities, as he did when he
was Minister of our congregations
in the Amman Valley and Bro Aled.
We look forward to see what the
next chapter holds for him, and
certainly, we will remember him in
our prayers.’
The statement concluded, ‘On
behalf of us all in the PCW, we
appreciate all his hard work and
leadership over the past few years.
And Meirion, of course will
continue to serve the Church.’
ELDERS TRAINING COURSE
etails have been released
about a new course starting
in April.
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Suitable for new elders,
experienced elders, and those who
have done the Sacraments course

this will be an opportunity to
consider the function of the local
church, and the role of the elder
within that.
Revd Wayne Adams and others
will lead on the following topics:
- What is an elder & what are the
expectations?
- What does mission mean for my
church, and how can we be more
outward-looking?
- Visiting and supporting those
who are elderly, unwell or
bereaved
- Leading worship – where to
start?
- Presbytery, Assembly, pastorate –
what’s what in PCW?
The course will consist of ve
fortnightly sessions, at a time to
suit the students. For more
information, and to register,
contact the training co-ordinator,
delyth.oswy@ebcpcw.cymru /
07986932261 before the end of
March.
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The main speaker, Wayne Adams
comes from an unchurched mining
family in the South Wales valleys.
He began as an apprentice in heavy
industry, then worked in project
management and business.
Alongside these activities, he was
ordained and gained a Master of
Theology degree at Cardi
University. He led a growing
pastorate for many years, then was
appointed Minister of Presbytery
in South East Wales. He coordinates workers and supports
elders and churches across the
Presbytery. He is married, has
three grown up children and says he
is well on his way to starting a mini
rugby team with six grandsons!

MONTGOMERY
r Peter Ashton who has
been an elder at
Montgomery for many
decades celebrated his 91st
birthday recently. A much
respected GP in the locality during
his working years, he is associated
in the wider work of the
Presbyterian Church of Wales
with the Healing Conference.
There are two churches that are
active in the town, the Church in
Wales and the Presbyterian
Church of Wales. Both buildings
and fellowships are celebrated in a
Millennium Window in the church
with some lines of a hymn by
George Herbert forming the base:
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A man that looks on glass,
On it may stay his eye;
Or if he pleaseth, through it pass,
And then the heav'n espy.
CITY ROAD, CHESTER
s an initial response to the
Green Policy initiated at
the General Assembly in
Caernarfon last September, the
church has bought some recycling
bins and is making a determined
e ort to sort our its recyclables.
Joyce Dodd and her sister, Ann
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WORLD DAY OF PRAYER
omen of England,
Wales and Northern
Ireland were
responsible for drafting the
content of this year’s service
that was help in a variety of
locations in cities, towns and
villages across the world. In
Montgomery the chapel
created a special display for
Friday, 4th March. The service
was held at various times
throughout the day in many
lands. In the light of the
situation of Russia and
Ukraine, the World Day of
Prayer International
Committee asked that an
additional prayer of
intercession be used.
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McGrath who are both elders
were determined to reduce the
amount of plastic that was being
dispensed with in the general
rubbish. It might not seem much,
but it’s a rst step.

God of the past, the present and
the future,
Our thoughts and prayers are
with our sisters and brothers in
Ukraine and the surrounding
countries in their fear and distress
We pray too for all other regions of
the world where there is con ict,
unrest or oppression.
We pray that
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the Editor conducted morning
worship were Mr Kerr Walker, Mr
Bill Evans and Mr Kinross
Almond. Each were served their
co ee after the service in
uniformly branded mugs.
COVID 19
any of the restrictions that
have impinged on church
life since March 2020 have
been lifted. However, the virus is
still prevalent in all communities,
and we continue to hear of church
members and friends who have
succumbed to it. One of our
churches has taken the initiative
and branded its own hand
sanitiser. As far as we are aware,
supplies are limited, but the
product may be sampled at the
English Presbyterian Church, Vale
Street Ruthin.
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reconciliation will overcome
hatred,
peace will conquer war,
hope will replace despair
and that your plans for the world
and for us its people will be ful lled,
God, in your mercy
Hear our prayer.
VALE STREET, RHUTHIN
mongst those who
attended morning worship
on 20th February when
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CELEBRATING 90 YEARS
amela Davies, an Elder at
Trinity Church Wrexham
since 1990, recently
celebrated her 90th Birthday.
Members were invited to join her
for tea and scones at Ca Cwtch
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Photo: Pamela Davies with her
minister, David Jones

on this special occasion, where a
donation was made to Nightingale
House Hospice. She is seen here
with Revd David Jones, Minister
of Wrexham Pastorate.
FROM OUR TIME
evd John Dowber
unearthed an old photo of
his time at the United
Theological College in the early
1960’s. Most will easily recognise
John, but others may be less
familiar. They are (Back Row):
Elfyn Richards, John Davies,
Ei on Jones, Cledwyn Williams,
John Davies Hughes, Richard
Evans. (Front Row): John Dowber,
Don Hooper, Geo. Emlyn Jones,
John Job, Eryl Jones.
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ASSOCIATION IN THE EAST
(NORTH) RALLY
his years rally will be held
in Mancot Church on May
19. It will start at 1.30 for
refreshments and the service will
start at 2pm The Women’s
Department will be launching the
new theme for this year with the
publication of a new resource
book. The new theme will be
‘Hope in Jesus, the Alpha and
the Omega’.

This service will be available live
on Youtube, but it is hoped that as
many people as possible will be
able to attend the live service.
After such a long time of not being
able to meet together the
organisers are very excited about
welcoming you in person this year.
GARDEN VILLAGE,
WREXHAM
hose who attended the
service on 13th March
with an interest in
railways were invited to peruse a
large selection of books on the
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railways of Wales and beyond in
the schoolroom afterwards. They
had been part of the largest
collection of such books in Wales
and from the extensive library of
the late Revd Alan Cli - a
Methodist minister who lived in
Rhyl. The titles were o ered by his
daughter to any interested
persons. Mrs Ann Kendal whose
husband and son are volunteers on
the Ffestiniog Railway found some
suitable volumes to take home, as
did Revd Iain Hodgins who was
the visiting minister that day.
WEDDING AT PWLLHELI
evd Bryn and Mrs Nia
Williams celebrated the
wedding of their daughter,
Elin recently. Bryn and Nia are
very much associated with Coleg y
Bala where their three children,
Robyn, Elin and Morgan spent
their early years. Following a
service in Penmount, a reception
took place at Portmeirion. Eli and
Elin will be living in the west of
Ireland where both now work.
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EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Park End Presbyterian Church
Family and Youth Worker

(Part Time)
Park End Presbyterian Church of
Wales is looking to appoint a
worker to join the church
leadership team in leading,
developing and coordinating the
Family and Young People’s
Ministry and Outreach Activities.
Location: Park End Presbyterian
Church of Wales, Llandennis
Road, Cardi
Hours: 21 hours a week
Term: 3 years, with the rst 6
months being a probationary
period.
Salary: £21,638 - £23,775 pro rata
(Point 18-22) and an opportunity
to join the PCW
Pension Scheme.
This Post is subject to an
enhanced DBS disclosure and two
satisfactory references. For a job
description and an application
form, please contact
admin@parkendcardi .org.uk
A Christian occupational
requirement applies to this post.
Closing Date: 23rd March 2022,
4pm.
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We wish to draw to the attention
of ministers, retired ministers
and candidates the recently
published Theologia
Cambrensis, Protestant Religion
and Theology in Wales, The Long
Nineteenth Century 1760 – 1900,
D Densil Morgan, University of
Wales Press £24. 99. We believe
that all would bene t from this
exceptional work and the Fund
will meet the cost of purchase on
presentation of a receipt to the
Treasurer, Mr Chris Sirrell, 29
Heol- y- Delyn, Cardi , CF14
0SR.
This is the second volume by Dr
Densil Morgan which we have
sought to make available to
ministers and it will be a worthy
companion to The Span of the
Cross, Christian Religion and
Society in Wales 1914-2000
published in 1999 with a second
edition in 2011. Together, they
cover most of our history which
is seen in its relationship with
other denominations. This
volume presents a
comprehensive picture of how
the denominations responded to
the changing economic and
social background. It will,
therefore, provide us with a
deeper understanding of the
Wales in which we have to
contend for the faith and ful l
our ministry today.
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Those who wish to whet their
appetite for doctrinal matters
are given a clear presentation of
Confessional and Creedal
Statements and a learned
explanation of the distinctions
between High Calvinism,
Moderate Calvinism, Fullerism
and Arminianism. The author
highlights the controversies
which endangered the various
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denominations:- Sabellianism,
Sandemanism, Arianism and
Unitarianism, with their
departure from orthodoxy. In
the latter half of the century we
are given an outline of the
response to Darwinism, Science,
Biblical Criticism and Liberal
Modernism. Succinct accounts
are given of the
pronouncements of the leading
gures across the
denominations and the tensions
which arose as a result of their
con icting views. Without
question, the phenomenal
contribution and stature of Dr
Lewis Edwards of Bala and his
son, Thomas Charles Edwards,
the rst Principal of the
University College at
Aberystwyth, stand out as the
most germinal theologians of the
century. They were in uential in
the shift from the emphasis on
the Atonement and the
signi cance of the death of
Christ to Christology and the
Incarnation with its emphasis
on the person of Christ.
There is much more in this
extraordinary volume which
will, perhaps, challenge some
long- held convictions.
Professor D Densil Morgan,
until his retirement, occupied
the Chair of Theology at Bangor
and Lampeter and has recently
been inducted as President of
the Welsh Baptist Union.
Theologia Cambrensis has been
described as a “de nitive
account of theology in Wales”
and “a major contribution to the
entire eld of modern historical
theology.”
J E Wynne Davies, Chairman
Eric Ellaway, Secretary

WHY DOES GOD ALLOW WAR?
Published in 1939 by Hodder and
Stoughton, the following excerpt is
taken from a reprint of the book
‘Why Does God Allow War?’ By Dr
Martyn Lloyd-Jones. (Evangelical
Press of Wales, 1986), pp. 95-102:

T

hat God allows war is a
fact. Why does He allow it?
What is the positive
treatment of this question in the
Bible?
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(1) We must consider, rst, what
we may call the Biblical view of
war. It is not that war as such is
sin, but that war is a consequence
of sin; or, if you prefer it, that war
is one of the expressions of sin. As
James reminds us, the ultimate
cause of war is lust and desire; this
restlessness that is a part of us as
the result of sin; this craving for
that which is illicit and for that
which we cannot obtain. It shows

itself in many ways, both in
personal, individual life, and also
in the life of nations. It is the root
cause of theft and robbery,
jealousy and envy, pride and hate,
in delity and divorce. And in
precisely the same way it leads to
personal quarrels and strife, and
also to wars between nations. War
is a consequence and an e ect of
sin of precisely the same kind as
all the other e ects and
consequences of sin. Sin always
leads to su ering, misery and
shame. We tend to become
concerned when the principle
manifests itself in bulk or on a
large scale. To ask God to prohibit
war or to prevent war, therefore, is
to ask Him to prohibit one of the
particular consequences of sin. Or,
if we take the view that war itself
is actual sin, it is to ask God to
prohibit one particular sin. Here
again we see both the sel shness
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that is involved in the request and
also the insult to God. Because
this particular form of sin, or
consequence of sin, is especially
painful and di cult for us, we ask
God to prohibit it. We are not at all
concerned about the holiness of
God, or sin as such. Were we so
concerned, we would ask Him to
prohibit all sin and to restrain all
iniquity. We would ask Him to
prohibit drunkenness, gambling,
immorality and vice, the breaking
of the Sabbath. God, in His in nite
and everlasting wisdom, has
decided not to prohibit sin and not
to restrain altogether the
consequence of sin. War is not an
isolated and separate spiritual and
religious problem. It is just an
expression of the one great central
problem of sin.
(2) But the Biblical teaching
advances beyond that and gives
reasons which are still more
positive in explanation of the fact
that God allows war.
(a) It is clear that God permits war
in order that men may bear the
consequences of their sins as
punishment. The Gospel saves us
as individuals; but that does not
mean that we cease to be members
of the state and part and parcel of
the entire human race. We share
the same sun and rain as other
people, and we are exposed to the
same illnesses and diseases. We
are subject to the same trials by
way of industrial depression and
other causes o£ unhappiness,
including war. Thus it comes to
pass that the innocent may have to
bear part of the punishment for
sins for which they are not
directly responsible.
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(b) Again, it seems clear that God
permits war in order that men
may see through it, more clearly
than they have ever done before,

what sin really is. In times of
peace we tend to think lightly of
sin. War reveals the possibilities
within man’s nature. A time of
crisis forces us to examine the
very foundations of life. Man in
his pride refuses to listen to the
positive teaching of the Gospel
about sin. He refuses to attend a
place of worship and instruction
from the Word of God. He rejects
the loving o er of the Gospel. He
believes that he is capable of
making a perfect world without
God. What he refuses to learn by
the preaching of the Gospel in a
time of peace, God reveals by
permitting war.
(c) And all this leads to the nal
purpose, which is to lead us back
to God. Like the Prodigal Son,
when we have lost all we think of
God, even as he thought of his
father and his home. No word is
found more frequently in the Old
Testament as a description of the
Children of Israel than the
words, “in their trouble and
distresses they cried unto the
Lord.” Indeed, as I contemplate
human nature and human life,
what astonishes me is not that
God allows and permits war, but
the patience and the longsu ering of God. “He maketh his
sun to rise on the evil and on the
good, and sendeth rain on the
just and the unjust” The
question that needs to be asked
is not “Why does God allow
war?” but rather, “Why does
God not allow the world to
destroy itself entirely in its
iniquity and its sin? How
wondrous is His love! He has
sent the Son of His love to our
world to die for us and to save
us; and because men cannot and
will not see this, He permits and
allows such things as war to
chastise us and to convict us of

In times of
peace we tend
to think lightly
of sin. War
reveals the
possibilities
within man’s
nature. A time
of crisis forces
us to examine
the very
foundations
of life.

our sins; and, above all, to call us to
repentance and acceptance of His
gracious o er. The vital question
for us therefore is not to ask, “Why
does God allow war?” The
question for us is to make sure
that we are learning the lesson,

and repenting before God for the
sin in our own hearts, and in the
entire human race, which leads to
such results. May God grant us
understanding and the true spirit
of repentance, for His Name’s
sake.

SAFEGUARDING
A DBS check plays a key part in
our safeguarding process and that
all those working/volunteering in
DBS eligible roles with Vulnerable
Groups should hold a current DBS
disclosure.
To assist with DBS compliance
and to ensure that the information
held is current and accurate, each
Presbytery has been furnished
with relevant details of those who

are already registered from our
churches.
Each church should review the
information and respond
accordingly with the O ce in
Denbigh.
Safeguarding is something that
concerns all of us and as churches
we are committed to doing
everything we can to safeguard
children and vulnerable people.
The ‘Safeguarding Vulnerable
Groups Handbook’ forms our
adopted policy and procedures to
help us understand our role to
safeguard those in our care. Each
church should have a copy of the
folder and it is also on our
website.
Individual church
safeguarding policy
statement
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We are pleased to share this
new church policy statement to
enable each church to clearly
state their church’s commitment
to safeguarding vulnerable
groups. This is in line with best
practice and a requirement of
many insurance companies. Up
until now the policy statement
was to be found at the beginning
of both Section 3 (children) and
Section 4 (adults) in the
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handbook.
We have now produced a separate
document which will enable you
to share and to display it more
easily.
Our Safeguarding Policy
Statement
As leaders and trustees of
[church] we are fully committed
to safeguarding the welfare of our
members and those entrusted to
our care.
This safeguarding policy
statement along with the
guidelines and procedures
outlined in the Safeguarding
Vulnerable Groups Handbook,
forms our safeguarding policy and
procedures.
We acknowledge that children,
young people and adults can be
the victims of abuse and neglect
and we recognise our obligation to
ensure their safety in the
activities carried out in the name
of this church. We aim to provide
a caring environment and to
respond sensitively and
immediately to any concerns.
Members of the church, paid sta
and volunteers will show respect
to others, promote the ethos of
listening to children and
vulnerable people and conduct
themselves in a manner that
re ects the principles of the
Christian church.
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The church will care for children,
young people and vulnerable
adults and safeguard them by
following good practices in
relation to the following:
* Responding appropriately to
concerns and allegations
(Handbook Sections 3.2 and 4.2)
In line with our policy and
guidelines we undertake to

respond immediately when a
suspicion of abuse or any other
concerns or allegations are drawn
to our attention. We undertake to
co-operate with the Local
Authority or the Police if an
investigation is launched.
* Safer Recruitment for workers
and volunteers (Handbook
Section 2) including DBS checks
every 4 years for eligible workers,
leaders and trustees.
* Training and supporting our
workers and volunteers in their
role and in the protection of
children and vulnerable people.
* Promoting good working
practices (Handbook Sections 3.1
and 4.1) and creating a safe
environment.
Our Responsibility
We acknowledge that
safeguarding is everyone’s
responsibility and we all should
report any concerns directly to
the Interdenominational
Protection Panel, to our local
safeguarding coordinator or to
statutory authorities in an
emergency.
www.paneldiogelwch.org.uk/

Safeguarding
is something
that concerns
all of us and as
churches we
are committed
to doing
everything we
can to
safeguard
children and
vulnerable
people

NOT THE SUNDAY SERMON
If I hear another celebrity or
reality TV show contestant saying
they have been on a journey, I
think I will scream. If recent
events have taught us anything, it
is that there are journeys and
there are journeys. You want a
journey? Let’s have Russian tanks
rolling up your local road, shelling
your town, hospital and church
and sending down cluster bombs.
Then you suddenly realise you
have 24 hours to get out, to leave
your house, gather up pets and
anything you can carry and get to
the train or bus station. That
would be a journey. Take a
moment today to thank God it is
not a journey you have been forced
to take. Over two million people in

Ukraine have started a journey
and no words of mine can add one
jot to the images we have seen in
the last month.

You will recall the conclusion to
the famous Footprints poem:
“I noticed that during the saddest
and most troublesome times of my
life,
there was only one set of footprints.
I don't understand why, when I
needed You the most, you would
leave me."
God whispered, "My precious child,
I love you and will never leave you…
When you saw only one set of
footprints, it was then that I
carried you."
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Usually these people, carers or
family friends, do not say much.
But they show a strange calm and
dignity, un ustered, gentle as they
go about their caring business.
For those Ukrainians on their
journey eeing the storm of war, it
must have seemed like all of
humanity had deserted them.
Until that is, they arrived at
Berlin’s central railway station.
None of them could have expected
what they saw. One lady held up a
sign saying “I can house one
family. Stay as long as you want.”
German children arrived with
their toys to share. It has been the
darkest of times but at the start of
their Lent journey, a journey that
will last well beyond 40 days, the
refugees were not alone. Stay as
long as you want. They will be fed,
housed and kept warm in their
Lent wilderness. God will carry
them, thanks to those
extraordinary German families,
who, the reporters said,
outnumbered the number of
refugees arriving.
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Young Boris’s war is one of total
darkness. It began with the sound
of distant shell re and the voices
of his schoolteachers in Kharkiv
urging him to pack a bag of his
most treasured belongings and get
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But how does that happen? It
happens in the shape of friends in
a million little ways. As a minister,
I see these people many times, less
so when Covid has limited home
visits or visits to care homes. A
person grieving the loss of a loved
one, with friends in the house
making cups of tea. Someone in a
care home with the care home
worker hovering in the
background. Sometimes they
scuttle away apologetically when I
arrive, nding any excuse to leave
the room.

ready to leave. The 14-year-old
never saw a soldier or a jet; never
witnessed the choked roads or
railway stations packed with
civilians eeing the Russian
assault. Instead the war propelled
him on a Lent journey without his
mother and little hope of reaching
home, guided by strange voices,
sudden sounds, the sense of
displacement and disorientation,
without a single glimmer of light.
For little Boris has been blind
since birth.
“The rst day was the worst,” he
said at an improvised transit
shelter at the small town of
Voloske in eastern Ukraine. “I
called my mum as soon as the
teachers said that war had begun,
and the Russians were coming. I
knew she wouldn’t be able to make
it… She told me to be calm, that
she would get someone to grab me.
I could hear the sound of shelling.
My teachers sounded afraid. I’ve
been a little scared every day
since. It’s hard to keep moving
through unfamiliar places when
you can’t see. But nothing has
been as scary as when it began.”
A British journalist met Boris in
the gym of a schoolhouse where
an Orthodox priest was looking
after vulnerable children driven
from their homes by the
ghting. “I called my mum last
night before the phone signal
went,” Boris said. “She’s
surrounded by Russians in
Mariupol. There was the noise
of shelling on the phone. She
told me to be brave and stay
where I am. At least there is no
shelling here. She said she
would try to reach me somehow.
I’ll wait here until she makes it.”
This was where Boris knew his
mother was. Mariupol… the
name sends shivers down my
spine as I see the photos of a city

Lent has no
time limits.
The
wilderness,
the darkness
for Boris and
countless
others, not
just physical
but emotional
and spiritual
darkness, will
not end easily.
What have
you been
giving up for
Lent?

But Boris is not alone in his
journey. Enter a 60-year-old
woman named Yelena. She had a
granddaughter, Nastiya, 12,
boarding at the blind school with
Boris. Responding to a frantic
phone call from the boy’s mother
in Mariupol, Yelena managed to
reach Kharkiv, and then headed
southwards with both children
towards Mariupol. Yet before she
could reach the coastal city
another Russian assault
surrounded Mariupol, cutting the
children o from the chance of
being reunited with their parents.
A few weeks ago, Boris had not
even met Yelena. Now Yelena is
his eyes, his guide on a new
journey, someone to provide
motherly love and comfort in the
absence of his own lost mother.
But Yelena does not want any fuss.
She does not want to be a hero. Yet
she is. Though if I ever meet her
with Boris, like those angels I have
met caring for the hurt or grieving
in my pastorate, she will quickly
leave the room.
Lent has no time limits. The
wilderness, the darkness for Boris
and countless others, not just
physical but emotional and
spiritual darkness, will not end
easily. What have you been giving
up for Lent? Chocolate? Putting a
notice on the fridge door or the
wine box saying ‘come back in 40
days’? It is all so trivial. There are
much greater sacri ces being
made and much longer journeys
undertaken.
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Yes, Boris, it is hard to keep
moving through unfamiliar places
where you can’t see. But Christ is
ff
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slowly and methodically being
razed to the ground. There is
almost nothing left. Boris’ mother
is unaccounted for.

with us on our journey. He will
give us our own Yelenas when we
need to be carried just as Jesus
was ministered to by the birds in
the desert. On our Lent journey
(which could come any time) we
are never alone.
One day the bells of St Michael’s
(good name for a church) in Kyiv
will ring out in the call for worship
again. May that day come soon,
hastened by the countless prayers
of Christians across the world
knowing they serve a Lord who
gave the ultimate sacri ce at
Easter. For us and Ukraine,
resurrection will follow.
Meanwhile: God bless you, Yelena.
Slava Ukraini!
In the words of the Easter
proclamation of the Ukrainian
Orthodox church: Slava Isusu
Khrystos! To which we reply in
unison: Slava na Viky! Glory
forever!
I dedicate this article to the
memory of Brent Renaud, an
American journalist and
lmmaker - and the rst reporter
to be killed in the war in Ukraine.
Working for Time magazine, he
was shot dead by Russian soldiers
in Irpin, just outside Kyiv. He had
previously reported from
Afghanistan and Iraq, covering
the global refugee crisis. We
remember the bravery of all those
reporters and journalists in
Ukraine and commend them to
God’s safe keeping.
Revd Mike Ward lives in Moreton
where he is the Presbyterian
minister, along with Clubmoor and
Two Mills.

PUNDITS FOLLY

THE TRUTH ABOUT MICHELLE MASSEY
OK, I give up. Is Michelle Massey
a real person, employed by Zoom
and concerned about me or is she
some sort of spam-bot?

fi

I started getting emails from ‘her’
around Christmas. She was asking
to meet up to discuss how I was
getting on with Zoom. She
messaged me again in January
asking me to con rm that I was
the ‘PCW Communications
manager’. Then the other day
another email with the Subject
Heading: I’m concerned about
you.

All very suspicious I thought,
leave well alone.
I consider myself pretty sensible
about these things. I know you
should be careful when opening
attachments and that you should
check the email address is
genuine. Nothing seemed to shed
much light on this Michelle
Massey though so maybe she’s
telling the truth.
And then I started to wonder. If
she says she’s concerned perhaps
there’s a problem. Maybe I’m
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being rude in not replying. What
if I really am the PCW
Communications manager and I
just didn’t realise it? After all, you
know what happens when you
don’t attend a Presbytery and jobs
are being given out!
Modern life is full of Michelle
Masseys. Emails, Facebook posts,
videos and tiktoks. We’re learning
fast that not everything we read is
true, not every friend request is
genuine, not every article is
reliable. There’s bots and
in uencers and fake news
merchants and we have to work
out what’s true and what’s not.
The trouble is, we’re designed to
take people at their word. It’s a
fatal aw really. Made in the
image of a God who loves truth,
indeed who is truth, we are
predisposed to believe the things
we hear. Think back to when you
were a child and you’ll recall
believing in fairies who collected
your teeth and paid for the
privilege and unexpected gusts of
wind that would lead to your face
‘staying like that’. It feels foolish
now but even cynical adults still
fall for phishing emails and
fraudsters.

fl

fl

You’ve heard the old phrase “A lie
can travel halfway around the
world while the truth is still
getting its boots on.” It seems to
me that it’s never been truer than
in the age of social media. There’s
something about the intimacy of
social media, the underlying
assumption that the writer is just
a normal person like you or me,
the method of receiving the
information on a personal device,
often in a personal space like
bedroom or bathroom, that
makes it, in my opinion,
particularly harmful. But I’m

willing to accept that maybe
that’s just me being pessimistic.
Maybe, like everything else,
we’ll learn to decipher and
decode these things like
everything else. But that won’t
stop us getting more cynical.
You can’t trust politicians, you
can’t trust the media, you can’t
trust Twitter.
So the truth is at a premium
and will continue to be so. With
that in mind we need to ask how
much our churches value the
truth. I don’t mean Gospel
truth, that should always be the
most important thing. I mean
normal, common or garden
truth integrity in which, in all
things we tell the truth and
shame the devil. That sounds
obvious but in reality it means
being less middle class, less
British, less afraid of hurting
feelings or causing
embarrassment. Saying what
we mean and meaning what we
say.
As truth becomes scarcer and the
church becomes smaller, one way
to stand out as a community of
light is to be known as a place
where the truth is cherished.
If you’re loose with the truth, if
you’re easy with white lies, half
truths and massaging facts and
operating on a need to know
basis, you need to repent. Let’s
resolve to say what we mean and
mean what we say.
Revd Jonathan Hodgins is
minister in Deeside and Chester
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